Black&White4c CTM

Swiss Made
Masterpiece in a
Compact Format
The Black&White4c combines Swissmade precision, comprehensive
functionality and incredible milk
quality in an industry-leading compact
footprint. The 4c kick starts a fourth
generation of the trusted, premium
coffee machines from Thermoplan.
Brewing Chamber

An industry recognised
reputation for creating
delicious, consistent espresso
every time.

Milk System

40 years of experience in
milk foam research and
development delivered the
patented Wendel System.
Adjustable foaming settings
and a new temperature
monitor prepares ‘barista
level’, consistent, stable,
textured milk – to combine
with the perfect espresso.

Cleaning System

Automatic cleaning system with
an efficient, HACCP approved,
25 minutes cleaning cycle.
Timed programme cleaning
cycles and regular hygienic
rinse triggers, ensure coffee
quality.

Compact Format
Unique Modularity

The original module system. All
modules are instantly
exchangeable, allowing for
quick and efficient removal,
servicing and replacement. This
critical feature minimises
downtime and inconvenience
for operators.

Under Counter
Refrigeration

Utilising large capacity under
counter refrigeration this model
saves considerable space on
counter, reducing the 4c to a
slim 298mm without
compromising drink quality

An industry leading 298mm width
that enables operators to deliver
more with their on-counter
space.

Screen/Software

7" touch display with capacitive
touch technology, x30 drink
options, and 3mm thick
reinforced glass that is both
scuff and scratch resistant.
Intuitive use programming with a
customisable interface and four
different user groups with
degrees of authorisation:
1. Self-service 2. Barista 3.
Manager 4. Technician .

Energy Saving

13% energy consumption
saving against previous
models

Black&White4c CTM

Machine Specifications
Water

This machine requires a 15mm cold
water feed with isolated stop valve, ¾
inch-BSP screw fittings used (standard
for washing machines). 2–4 BAR
pressure is needed to run the
machine. Very high/low pressure will
need to be addressed prior to install

Waste

Power

This machine requires access to 2 x
15amp plug sockets on site

Filter

This machine will require a minimum
of a BRITA C 300 water filter (provided
at time of install). Please make sure
there is sufficient room for the filter
next to the water supply

This machine requires 1½ inch down
pipe.

Dimensions (mm):

W298

D600

H645

Weight Net Gross (kg): 40

☎ 1300 884 437

Power (AMPs):

15

Largest Cup Weight:

12oz

CTM:

Coffee.Tea.Milk

Fridge Dimensions
(mm)

W470

D604

H500
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